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Answer all the following Ouestions

(NOTE) AssuTne any missing data you need in its convenient range

Ouestion(l)

l)  Design hydraulic circuit i f  a load affecting a working cyl inder continuously .the
cylinder must be protected from lowering due to leakage with control valves. Using
the following data, Maximum force at the piston 50 ton

Modulus of elasticity E= 2.06X106 kg/cm2 for steel C60
ExpJain with drawins:

a- Hydraulic circuit using standards notation . 15 marksl

b-Make design calculation and construction of hydraulic cylinder-piston-rod

Covei and choose suitable sealing and pressure. [20 marksl
r l i '

c-Construct disc seat valve in two cases (open& closed pressure port) with

symbols. [0marksl

d-The piston speed in a single acting cylinder is to be adjustable and throttled
separately for the advance and return movements [Smarks]

Ouestion(2)

l-Explain with drawing types of clutch and its actuating mechanisms [20marksl

2- Design disc clutch with 4 discs under uniform pressure taking f=0.25
Diameter of shaft=6mm,dynamic factor 1.5 for 100 Hp and 300rpm. Il0marksl



OUESTION NO.3
(20 Marks)A pulley drive is transmitting power to a pinion, which in turn is transmitting power to some othermachine element, 

Tg;j: 
ruley and pinion diameier are 400 mm and 200 mm respectivety. saE lda3annealed steel (sr1=240N/mmz) is used. shaft has to be designed for minor to heavy shock (Kb=20 Kt=l.s)and the safety factor is 2. Desien with-ponsfruction the sfiaft diameter and draw the bending momentdiagram in the horizontal and verticafiifiA;;l
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OUESTION NO. 4
uj w.it* rnot t-"s about the folrowing: 

(30 Marks)

sommer feld number- Equilibrium oil temperature- Rating life- Bearing damage- Rigid and flexiblecouplings' 
r qf oofl ,^ ^--__^_-^- , r . 

sts'.*-e- ru-ru 

(r0Marks)b) A shaft running at 900 r.p.m is- supported by bearing 5cm diameter in 10cm length. The pressure onthe journal bearing is 14 kg/cm2 and the 
""iio 

d/. =1. Tle viscosity of the oills ll centipoises atoperating temperature of 75 'c and the -room temperature is 33 "c. Estimated the amount of artificialcooling and the mass of the lubricating oil, if the difference between the outlet and inlet temperatureof oil is 10 "C. AIso, determine the minimuln film thickness of oil. Take correct factor k=0.002 and heatdissipation coefficient c=0.0003kcavminlcmzl"c-and sp. Heat of oil as s= o.4sl]Kgfc . (r0 Marks)c) A simply supported shaft is shown in Fig. 2, diameter 50mm and lm along, on bearing supportscarries a load lton at its center. The axial toad on the bearings is 300kg and the shaft speed 1440 r.p.m.The service imposes light shock and the bearing is to operate ro nouiper day for 4 year. select singlerow deep grove ball bearing (e=0.25). 
---- r-^ sEr rv- rwcr' 

(10 Marks)

L ton
Fig.2

Design with construction a cast iron flange coupling to transmit 15Kw
motor to a compressor. The service factor may be assumed as 1.35. The
may' be used:
The shear stress for shaft, key and bolt=40 Mpa.
The crushing stress for key and bolt=g0 Mpa.
The shear stress for cast iron=g Mpa.
Draw two views of the flange coupling you have designed with suitable scale.

(20 Marks)
at 900 r.p.m from an electric
following permissible stresses
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TIESTION NO. 5


